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FROM THE EDITOR:
There are changes in the works at Desert Survivors
this spring.
First off, to address the problem of our diminishing
roster of trip leaders, we have lessened the wilderness
first-aid training requirements for leaders of car camping trips. Several people have stepped forward, and
after they complete a 16-hour first aid course taught
through the Sierra Club and are approved by our
Activities Director, they will lead car-camping trips
for Desert Survivors. Rich Spelker and I are the first
of these new-level trip leaders and if you are reading
this before Easter weekend 2013, there may be time to
join a terrific car camping trip Rich and I are planning
to the Coso Mountains. Rich has been a wilderness
monitor for the BLM in the Coso’s for many years
and he will take us to some truly extraordinary places.
More new car camp leaders will be joining our
ranks soon. If you check the trips page at the Desert
Survivors website you will see that for Spring 2013
we have a full roster of car camps and backpacks and
spring is the best season to visit the desert! Please
join us for our wilderness adventures and our terrific
in-town activities too.
Secondly, we have simplified our membership by
making April our annual renewal month. We have
heard all the gripes from Survivors who let their
membership lapse because they did not know it had
expired and Desert Survivors made little or no effort
to tell them. The last part of the complaint is true,
but no longer. Except for the members who joined or
renewed in Fall 2012, membership fees for all Desert Survivors will be due in April 2013 and we will
be letting you know about it. Hopefully we will not
be too heavy handed in our dues drive but we want
to keep you in our fold. This is a terrific organization
with a worthy mission. Your membership makes it all
happen.
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Desert Survivors is an affiliation of desert lovers committed to experiencing,
sharing and protecting desert wilderness wherever we find it. We recognize
the places we love to explore will not remain wild unless we give others the
opportunity to experience them as we do and unless we remain vigilant and
active in our efforts to monitor and preserve them.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR:

The Fall 2013 edition of The Survivor generated one letter to the editor.
Thanks for the words of support, Mr. Harper.
Hello Editor:
I was delighted to see The Survivor in my mailbox! Yeah it has
returned! I’m one of those people who love to read all about
your adventures and devour the magazine as soon as it arrives. I
think the DS members do amazing things and support them in
their endeavors.
Keep up the great work! I loved the stories I read.
Thanks,
Corry Harper

From “Family Camping, a
self-instruction guide to
camp skills and sites,” 1965.
Submitted by Bob Lyon

This is the second edition of The Survivor edited by
me. If you compare it to the Fall 2012 issue, you will
see that since then I have learned how to make
drop shadows and other effects. I have had more
time to plan this issue of the magazine and bug recruit
people to write and submit photos for it; and I think
the overall quality has improved. My thanks to everyone who helped make this happen.
I am already planning the Fall 2013 issue of The Survivor. I have sharpened my pestering skills and I will
be after you to help fill it’s pages.
Best regards,

Nicholas Blake

Want to contribute an article or photos for The Survivor?
Please contact the Editor: blake@desert-survivors.org
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Cover photo: The foot path of Buck Nelson impressed on the floor of the Silurian
Valley, Mojave Desert during his solo, thru-hike of the Desert Trail. Mr Nelson noted:
“To me the thing this photo illustrates best is that often the route was followed by
simply consulting the map then picking out a distant mountain to aim for.”
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A rest stop in the shade during the Arc Dome Backpack, October 2012.
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THE
MT. WHITNEY TO DEATH VALLEY BACKPACK

Photos by
Hall Newbegin

Left: The backpackers on the
Lonesome Miner Trail descending from the
Inyo Mountains into the Saline Valley.

An Interview with the Survivors
It was the most ambitious Desert Survivors trip in ages: A two week, 128-mile backpack, beginning at 14,495 ft. elevation on the highest peak in the lower 48-states and crossing
three mountain ranges, four desert valleys and ending at the lowest spot in North America— -285 ft. at Badwater. The Fall 2012, Mt. Whitney to Death Valley backpack was
a journey through some of the most dramatic, beautiful and extreme terrain in the world. The hikers were supported along the route from the vehicle of organizer Steve Perry.
Robert Lyon was the designated leader. Sixteen people declared their interest in taking part in the trip. Four hikers left the starting point outside of Lone Pine, CA. A couple of
folks joined the trip for part of the journey. In the end, only two Desert Survivors walked the entire route-- Hall Newbegin of Mill Valley and Skip Perry from Richmond, CA. In
February 2013 the Editor met with Hall and Skip to learn of their experiences on the trek. It was the first time the two men had seen each other since completing the hike.

Did you guys know each other before this trip?

How did you hear about this trip?

Skip: No. We met each other at Portagee Joe
campgrounds.

Hall: It was on the trip schedule.

Hall: I had never been on a trip with him before.
How long have you been a member of Desert
Survivors?
Hall: I have been in since ’91. I joined just after
college and I went on a trip with Steve Tabor to
the Trout Creek Mountains of eastern Oregon.
Skip: For me it was about that time, I don’t
remember exactly but it was ’90-’91 when I
first joined. My first trip was with Steve Tabor
also-- to the Chuckwallas, I believe, in Riverside
County.

At this point the trip ceased to be an official
Desert Survivors trip?
Hall: We never like established an official anything, he left and we decided to go on with the
trip. Steve had the maps and we said okay we’ll
do this and we met that morning with um….

The trip was to start with a climb to the top of
Mt. Whitney.

Skip: …with another guy Dave (Marcus.) I
believe that was his name?

Hall: Whitney had just gotten its first storm of
the winter on a night or two before we got there
and it was iced in with a cap of ice on the mountains. So we decided to start from the portal.

Hall: Dave, that’s right.

Hall: I was temping downtown in San Francisco
at Pac Bell and there was a flyer at the desk there.
Back in those days they did a lot of recruitment
stuff. A friend or someone like that picked it up
at REI and it was sitting on the receptionist’s table. I was into hiking and backpacking and I said,
“Oh wow this is cool.” And the desert seemed
like an alien concept to me because I grew up in
the northwest and I could not imagine backpacking and hiking in the desert. It seemed like a
wildly exotic strange thing and I was intrigued.

Did you attempt to go up the mountain at all?

Hall: So we left and after crossing the Owens
Valley we started hiking over the Inyos. We went
up Long John Canyon on the west side and then
we came down the Lonesome Miner Trail which
was the east side of the mountains. That was a
spectacular trail. The east side of the Inyos is just
the best place I have ever been. That was really
the peak of the trip for me in terms of remote
desert wilderness.

Skip: I attended a Steve Tabor talk. I did a lot of
hiking and some desert hiking on my own, but I
don’t remember doing an organized desert trip
and I was never a member of a desert club. So I
thought that was real interesting.

And during this part of the hike Bob Lyon developed some problems with his leg?

How did you first learn of Desert Survivors?
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Skip: I have known Steve Perry (the trip instigator/organizer) for about 20 years—since I joined
Desert Survivors—and he told me that he had
done the trip—the Whitney to Badwater hike. I
said, “Wow that was great, and I would like to do
that some time.” And sure enough at some point
last year he called me up and said he was going to
organize it and wanted to know if I was interested in it and I said, “Yeah, absolutely.”

of muscle cramps. He got up the next morning
and decided he could not do it and he had to go
to the hospital because he had deep vein thrombosis or a condition that it could be. So he did
not want to risk it.
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Skip: No we started at the portal and that was it.
Steve Perry took us to the portal and we walked
down hill, down Whitney Trail to Portagee Joe
campground-- about 12 miles.
And who was with you on the hike at this point?
Skip: Bob Lyon and Marta Perry—Steve Perry’s
wife. There were four of us.

Hall: Yes, he was having pains in his legs. We
got down to the bottom and he was complaining

Skip: Then there were four of us again because
we lost Bob and Dave joined us in Lone Pine.

Skip: Oh yes I was blown away by that.
Hall: I never quite got the Inyos until this trip. I
had done the Long John Canyon up to the crest
and back down the west side, but the east side is
where it is at for me. It is like the eastern Sierra
right?

Photos, clockwise from top left: Lone
Pine, CA; Hiking South Pass Rd. in the
Saline Valley; Inyo Mts. backpacker
David Marcus; 1st day of the hike with
Mt. Whitney in the background; the
photographer’s view during a rest stop
above the Saline Valley.

Skip: It is a really remote area, yes.
Hall: It drops off so much more steeply than the
west side. Oh man, it is just so amazing.

ens and things. It was one of the most luxurious
trips I have been on actually.

Skip: Very few.

Skip: The resupplies were very nice.

Hall: We saw a motorcycle and one jeep went
by us.

Skip: All those canyons on the east side of the
Inyos are pretty amazing really.

What was the longest distance you hiked in one
day?

Did they stop and ask why you were out there or
if you needed help?

Hall: It is just so spectacular. It is just so dramatic and extreme. Think about these mountains. You are starting at 1200 (feet) in the valley
and going to 10,000 plus in the peaks. It is very
similar to the Owens Valley to the Sierra crest in
terms of elevation gain.

Skip: Probably from Panamint Springs to
Wildrose campground. It was probably 18 to 20
miles… it was at least 15 miles.

Skip: No.

How much did your packs weigh?

Skip: It was pretty far.

Skip: At least forty pounds I would say. Mine
was always the heaviest.

So once in the Saline Valley, Steve Perry took
you on a detour to Saline Hot Springs?

Hall: It was closer to 20. I counted on the map
22 miles when I did the ruler thing.

Hall: Skip likes to punish himself. He was carry- Hall: Ah yes, Saline Hot Springs-- it was the life
ing lots of weight.
of luxury. This was a plenty difficult trip but we
had a lot of great breaks in between. We were at
Skip: I carried a lot of water.
a hot springs. We got to clean up, take a shower,
take a hot tub.
Did you take tents?
Skip: We stayed for just one night—until the
Skip: No tents. I had a small, simple bivy sack. I next morning.
don’t think Hall had anything.
At this point of the journey the other two hikers
Hall: I went super light. I had a nice light-weight left the trip?
backpack and I went with minimal gear. Our
base-weights were both pretty low. I went in
Hall: Marta had a lot of trouble hiking down the
with 21 pounds base-weight and Skip went with
Inyos so she left the trip at the Saline Valley.
25—we weighed them in Portagee.
Skip: She ended up walking all the way to South
Skip: I just had a lot of food and water.
Pass with Steve.
Hall: It wasn’t that hard… and it could have
been done better in terms of resupplying water.
You could take advantage of the springs more I
think. It wasn’t that onerous. We weren’t carrying that much weight. I have been on Desert
Survivors trips that were much more difficult in
terms of carrying water weight.

And Dave Marcus?

So you did not see Steve Perry again until you
got over the Inyo Mountains?

Skip: Yes, the Southside Road they call it—from
Saline Valley over to South Pass. South Pass-that’s where we left the road.

Hall: Yes, he would show up with the magic
truck with beers and Cokes and water and chick-

Skip: He left us at the hot springs. He hitch
hiked. His car was back in Lone Pine.
Now you are in the Saline Valley walking along
a road?

Did very many vehicles pass you on the road?

Hall: Yeah we commented on that when the jeep
whizzed by us. They were a funny little crew and
they looked kind of corporate and they were all
dressed up like in Las Vegas-type outfits and golfing kind of gear and stuff. They went whizzing
by us and did not slow down at all. The motorcycle folks kind of waved and you got the feeling
they would stop if you needed it.
{Hall and Skip hike along the road to the summit of South Pass. There they leave the road and
go cross-country into the Panamint Valley.}
Hall: We scouted out a route. Steve had described a different route coming down from
Hunter Mountain.
Skip: Right, and we did a different route.
Hall: And dropped down into that canyon…
there was that disgusting old spring in it. That
was great easy walking. We got most of the way
down and then we thought we were out and then
there was…
Skip: …a big dry fall. A fifty-foot fall.
.
Hall: (laughing) And then we were like, “Aw
shit!” Then we had to turn around and walk four
miles back up.
Skip: I was cussing and swearing, but Hall found
a good way around it pretty quickly.
So now you are in the Panamint Valley?
Skip: We were walking down the west side of the
Panamint Valley on the north end and making
a beeline toward Panamint Springs to beer and
food and showers.
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Skip: Yes, and that was three days.
Hall: The route has a lot of support and it would
be really easy to do and in a more supportive way
even.
And from there it was just a six-mile hike to
Badwater?
Skip: Steve and Marta joined us and this other
fellow… John (Giller)… I think that was his
name, from Quincy. So from Shorty’s Well there
were five of us actually that walked across Death
Valley.
Leaving footprints on the lake bed near Badwater.
The support vehicle was always a welcome sight for the hikers.

You must have been happy when you reached
Badwater.
Skip: Oh yes.
Hall: It had been two weeks and we were pretty
excited about it-- getting back to civilization, and
back to the real world.
Was there any champagne for you there… any
sort of special celebration?
Skip: Well he (Steve Perry) made us a nice dinner
at Shorty’s Well the night before.

Death Valley, CA

A Panamint Valley target.

Hall: We were so excited at this point a beeline
does not even describe it. We were sprinting.
We could not wait to get there.
How were you holding up physically at this
point?
Skip: I did fine. I did not remember having any
problems but I was very happy to get to Panamint Springs and just bathe and clean up.
Hall: Ah it was magic. We were so happy to be
there.
Skip: A lot of different people would show up, a
lot of Europeans passing through.
Hall: And we got to brag. We would say, “Oh
yeah, we are hiking from Whitney to Badwater.”
It gave us the ultimate street cred out there.

Hall: You see that is why I keep looking at the
maps. You see on that middle section you are on
dirt roads all through the Saline Valley, and then
Highway 192 coming out of Panamint Springs
and then dirt roads cutting over to Wildrose
Road, and then Wildrose all the way to the top.
So it is all roads for quite a few miles. It would
be fun to route that all out and make it a true
backcountry route.
So you follow roads from Panamint Springs
(1,940’) up to Mahogany Flat at 8200’. That
is a lot of elevation gain; but then you guys are
basically done at this point. It is all downhill
from there.
Hall: Oh no way! That descent is gnarly.

Have you been to the places on this route before?

Skip: It’s downhill but you are not done.

Hall: I have backpacked in the Panamints and
the Inyos and Saline Valley. I have been to all
those places separately but doing it all in together
like that-- I just love it. I have just loved that
place forever and just getting the narrative of
starting from the beginning, starting in the trees
and the Sierra and going all the way. I just loved
it. It should be like a “route, route.” I have been
studying maps since and looking for other ways
it could be done and it is such an interesting
thing. You could publish a book about it. It is all
there. The resupplies are pretty easy.

Hall: You drop from 8,000 feet down to zero—
sea level and then some, and it is steep. It just
was steep.

Skip: I had the best hiking partner to do it
with too—this guy here I tell you. We worked
together really well.
Hall: We were both sort of wide-eyed because
when you hike with someone they usually walk
too slow or there is something wrong. But we
could just like cruise along and do 15 miles a day
no problem.
Skip: Blasting up and down the slopes. It is
great to hike with someone who you don’t have
to look back and worry about and falling down
and breaking his neck or I don’t know what. I
didn’t have to worry about Hall at all. He was
just going.
So two days rest at Panamint Springs then you
head off for the Panamints?
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Skip: Wildrose campground first, along Wildrose Road.
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Hall: It was really a treat. He brought really nice
things like candles and a table with a table cloth.
All the food tasted so really good. Because you
get into this rhythm of hiking 15 miles a day and
burning a lot of calories, you are just ravaged by
nighttime. So with good food like that—with
Steve cooking— you say, “Oh my God, this is
great.” Steve is really into making everything
perfect, and that dinner was really great.
Skip: He made a green salad and rice and he
had game hens for us. Also beer and wine... and
Amaretto.
So you completed the whole planned hike except
the very first part—the climb to the top of
Whitney. Do you feel the trip was incomplete?
Do you want to go back and climb Mt. Whitney?
Have you ever been to the top of Whitney?
Skip: As I have summited Whitney many times
over the past 30 years, I don’t feel at all the hike
was in any way incomplete. It was a very satisfying and wonderful hike for me.
Hall: Oh he’s been to the top at least a dozen
times. I’ve never been there. I’m not a peak
person, but I want to go there. I want to go there
with Skip. That’s what I want to do. Skip knows
how to do it.

Skip: The first few thousand feet especially are
really steep.
Hall: You see that’s when our good hiking chops
came into play because we just ended up being
fast. We just went down like ski slopes.
Skip: Yes, a very quick, steep descent. At that
point there is no trail anymore until you hit the
bottom. Eventually you get to a road at the south
fork of Hanapupah Canyon.
And you went to Shorty’s Well?
Skip: Yes that is where we met up with Steve
Perry and Marta and spent the night.
And how long had it been since you last saw
Steve?
Hall: Oh we saw him the night before up at
Mahogany Flat. Once you come down out of the
Saline Valley and the Hunters you are within a
day’s hike of roads all the way. Panamint Springs,
Wildrose, Mahogany Flats—all those things are
on roads. And that drop down from the crest
from Mahogany Flats is just a day down to a
road. So every day was a potential refill site. The
only really long non-resupply is the Inyos.

Mt. Whitney to Death Valley survivors,
Skip Perry and Hall Newbegin.

Photo: Chuck McGinn

Pot luck dinner.

REPORT FROM OUR ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The Board of Directors is fantastic this year. There are 6 at-large
directors now.
Here’s the low-down: Gerry Goss- President, Michelle Bashin- Managing Director, Rachel DeCarlo- Secretary, Nick Blake- Communications
Director, Bob Lyon- Activities Director, Martina Konietzny- Volunteer
Director. At-Large Directors: Barbara Bane, Loretta Bauer, Darrell
Hunger, Kevin Pope, Karen Rusiniak, Rich Spelker.

Mercey Hot Springs was a good venue for the AGM meeting. It is
only a couple of hours away by car from the Bay Area and a few more
from L.A. About 35 people showed, not bad for 100 degree weather
in the flatlands. The blacklight bug hunt on Friday night was a bust
as far as finding glowing insects, but the hunters did discover a pair
of lovely (non-fluorescent) toads. On Saturday Bob Lyon led a day
hike into the Griswold Hills along a trail with many steep ascents and
subsequent descents. Being late-September the hills were parched dry
and a beautiful tan color. Other weekend activities included a Karen
Rusiniak-led interpretative drawing class, yoga and, of course, relaxing
at the spa. Saturday night’s potluck dinner was a veritable feast—with
many, tasty dishes. There was a full moon that night and Martina
brought her telescope for lunar viewing. We alternated between gazing at the Sea of Tranquility and soaking in tranquil mineral waters.
Another group of us went on a moonlight hike into the hills surrounding
the hot springs. No flashlights and no cow-tipping.

Photo: Chuck McGinn

This group is wonderfully dynamic and will pick up on the positive
momentum that has been building in the past few years and run with it.
I’m excited for DS!

First light of morning.

A discussion ensued on the paper version of the trip schedule that,
for one member, was too much work to do, but that lots of others said
was their only means of not losing DS trip announcements amidst the
hundreds of emails they have to dredge through daily or weekly. A
compromise of a postcard sent by snail mail with trip names, dates,
leaders, and contact details (and hopefully Bob’s map) was one solution offered. Members could put that on the fridge to remind them and
the website and/or trip leader would be their source for more info. The
Board will continue exploring options.

Photo: Martina Konietzny

The main event of the weekend was the Sunday morning, the Desert
Survivors Annual General Meeting. One subject discussed was the
ongoing shortage of trip leaders and a means of making trip-leading
more accessible to those interested, but unable/unwilling to commit to
the 80-hour Wilderness First Aid Training. Input on developing a twotier system of qualification that would keep the 80-hour requirement
in place for overnight trips while car-camps/day hikes could be led by
those with the 16-hour First Aid Training. Members were interested.
Gathering for the Griswold Hills dayhike.

Photo: Chuck McGinn

A few were in support of a “Meetup.com” format, but others had some
concerns regarding the need for trip leaders to evaluate enrollees for
their capacity to physically manage desert hiking/backpacking, for clogging reservations with those without sufficient experience or capacity,
etc.
Another brief discussion happened around celebrating volunteerism as
a means of building community and fostering a sentiment of “I’m missing out by not chipping in” and “DS is a happening, lively, supportive
place”....which it is now!
Judy Kendall

Moonrise over Mercey Hot Springs.
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TRIP REPORT:

CLIPPER
MOUNTAIN
MONITORING
BACKPACK
Fall 2012

The backpackers set out in the early morning.

by Bob Davis

“Oh, crap, the springs have been destroyed!” was exclaimed as we looked down from the bluff above Burnt Wood Spring. Where two
weeks earlier there had been two springs there was now remnants of a construction site. This was at the end of the second day on the
backside of Clipper Crest as we arrived at our campsite where we were depending on these springs for a source of water.
Our objectives, in conjunction with the Needles BLM, were to evaluate access roads, evaluate water sources, find a backpacking route that would provide a survey of the area, and
determine a hiking route to Clipper Peak that could be done in a day with legal off-highway
parking.
There were two trips. The first in mid-November was with Nick George. In four days we
evaluated the roads to the trailhead of the wilderness area south of Goldhammer Mine, explored six spring sites, and evaluated a western crossing of Clipper Crest. We also explored
a north access to Clipper Peak from the Goldhammer Mine Road trailhead as a replacement to the standard trail from the roadside of Interstate 40.
The standard route to Clipper Peak is an easy day hike on a jeep road trail from I-40 to the
crest. It is on a gentle slope most of the way. Peak baggers have been using this route, parking on the shoulder of I-40, and getting parking tickets from the CHP. There is no legal way
to park to get to this trail for a reasonable day hike. The closest off ramp from I-40 is Essex
Road that is 7.2 miles away.

In considering a loop backpack that would provide a survey of this wilderness it appeared
that there was a route of 25 miles that seemed feasible. This would be a four day circumnavigation of most of the Clipper Crest with a crossing over its western end. There were
two limitations, however. First, the need to have several water sources. On the first trip
no water or any trace of previous springs were found at Fall Spring nor at Hummingbird
Spring-- two of the three springs on our route. The only water source on our proposed
route would be Burnt Wood Spring. The second concern was the crossing of the crest. Once
a reasonable route was found the most difficult section was a steep downhill path through a
rock ravine on the south side of the crest that had a series of short dryfalls. These were not
unreasonably difficult and thought safe with a moderate level of rock scrambling skill.
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From map research it appeared that there could be an alternative route that would start
from the wilderness boundary on the jeep road south of Goldhammer Mine and proceed
south to the peak. This route was 6.2 miles roundtrip and accumulated 2351 feet of elevation gain. This path was found to have more rocky cross-county travel that the standard
route but was not found to be unreasonably difficult.

Trip leader Bob Davis restores a marker that was knocked down by
a vehicle intrusion into the Clipper Mountain Wilderness.

The second trip, from November 30 to Decmber 3, was a scheduled Desert Survivor Backpack with Martina Konietzny, Kevin Pope, and Nick Blake participating. Since the only
water sources on this backpack would be at our trailhead and at Burnt Wood Spring, we
would need two water caches to keep the water carries reasonable. The first was placed near
the highway about halfway to the first campsite. The next cache would be at the Hummingbird Road trailhead about halfway to our third campsite in Clipper Wash. In this way the
maximum water load was about 6 liters.
On the first trip to Burnt Wood Spring in mid-November we found recent truck tire tracks
that ran from the wilderness boundary marker to the spring site. The spring consisted of
two water holes along a dry wash. One had an old, slanted roof wooden structure over a
wood frame set in the ground. The frame surrounded a basin of several inches of greenish
water. The second spring was about 25 yards up the wash. It too had a wood frame set in
the ground but with no overhead cover. It had six to eight inches of clear water in it. There
would be plenty of water here for the Desert Survivors trip. Between the two springs, on a
recently leveled area of about 20X15 feet, we found fresh wood construction stakes jutting
from the ground in a rectangular pattern. Several tree branches had been recently sawed off
near the second spring too.
On returning to this site during the Desert Survivors hike, we found new tire tracks that
went to the bluff above Burnt Wood Spring, and then turned down the slope toward the
water holes. From the bluff we saw that there had been a large disturbance between the two
springs. We feared that our springs had been destroyed by the obvious disruption to the
site-- fresh mounds of earth and rock, many more cut tree branches and a new water diversion wall in the nearby wash. One of us exclaimed, “Oh crap the spring has been destroyed!”
On inspection we found things were not quite so dire. A wood plank loaded with heavy
stones covered the second spring and its water diverted by pipe to a large buried water
tank—a wildlife guzzler. When we removed the access port we were relieved to find sufficient water in the bottom of the tank that we were able to reach. The guzzler tank was made
of thick plastic with dimensions of 4’ wide X 14’ long X 4’ high. One end of the tank had an
18” square port providing access for the animals to drink. Later, I learned from the Needles
office of the BLM, that the guzzler had been installed by the Society for the Conservation of
Bighorn Sheep in cooperation with the California Department of Fish and Wildlife.

Reaching deep into the water tank to fill their bottles. After recovering
from the scare that the spring had been destroyed, the hikers found the
newly installed guzzler contained plenty to drink.

At the Hummingbird Spring we found a derelict trailer with bulbous fenders. There is a
concrete foundation with burnt wood remnants and detritus suggesting that this was a
dwelling. Water pipes run uphill above a wash then end with no evidence of a water source
found. At 0.3 miles on Hummingbird Road there are a pair of large concrete tanks above a
pile of processed material. Between Clipper Wash and Goldhammer Mine we came upon a
400 acre area of disturbed ground close to the freeway. This appears to be a site where wheel
tractor-scrapers or bulldozers collected fill to build Interstate 40.

It was a sorry fate for this lizard-- impaled on a sharp tree branch.

Top and bottom photos: Martina Konietzny

We saw patches of sand crosshatched with quail tracks and tracks of smaller birds. There
were coyote, cougar, and bobcat paw prints as well as coyote and cat scat. In a cirque on
the north side of our course over the crest there were many hoof scraping patches with
abundant bighorn droppings, some of it fresh. There were bird nests in catclaw bushes and
in cholla cacti perhaps built by cactus wrens. There were several rodent middens, a fox
burrow, and coyote burrows. There were many dry mud tubes on dead bush stems that we
latter learned are the work of desert termites that do not tunnel into wood but consume the
surface material from the plants they encase.

Photo: Bob Davis

On both trips we saw a redtail hawk, multiple coveys of quails, several flocks of smaller
birds, desert cottontail rabbits, several lizards and a dead lizard that had been impaled on
a branch, most likely by a loggerhead shrike. We saw a painted lady butterfly and several
other butterflies. We came upon a slow moving western patch-nosed snake early one morning. There were many spiders with orb webs containing central egg cases.

We saw barrel, cholla, hedgehog, and fishhook cacti. The fishhook had fruit. The cacti were
mostly widely scattered with no dense groves of one type. There were many vines of mature
coyote melons. Some of these were suspended in bushes. The information that the pulp is
unpalatable was tested by Nick George and found to be correct. The pulp is extremely bitter.
We found out later that historically, coyote melon pulp has been used for soap.
While on the second trip it was raining along the California coast down to San Diego,
providing us with intermittent cloud cover and marvelous sunrises and sunsets. The Moon,
Venus, and Jupiter moved across the sky at night and there were occasional shooting stars,
one was particularly bright.

Tail fins from an exploded WW2-era mortar shell. In 1942 this
area was a training ground for the U.S. Army as it prepared for the
North Africa campaign.
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Is Death Valley The Hottest Place on Earth?

When teaching elementary physics, we often have textbook problems like “The hottest place on earth is in Libya
(1922); convert the temperature from 58°C to degrees F”.
I told students that the Libya report had to be a mistake,
and that Death Valley really holds the record. I wrote to
textbook authors about this, they duly took no notice. My
reasons for assuming an error are
—I love Death Valley, and I wanted it to hold the record
—There were no records of outstandingly high temperatures in Libya before or after the claimed one, so the
attribution to Libya had to be a Rosie Ruiz effect. Rosie
Ruiz is famous for, despite the absence of several recorded
fast marathon times, finishing as the fastest woman in the
1980 Boston Marathon. She also missed the many checkpoints en route, which makes her an astounding outlier
(note the last e could be an a). It appears she was aided
by the local subways. A Rosie Ruiz Run was scheduled in
her honor, where people were invited to run the last 26.2
meters from the finish line. But then, I digress.

Photo: Bancroft Library, University of California, Berkeley

by Leonard Finegold

The weather station at Greenland Ranch, Death Valley in 1926. The highest temperature on
earth was recorded here on July 10, 1913. Note: Furnace Creek Ranch in the background.

Photo: The Family of General B.A. Enrico Pezzi

In 1922, Libya had recently become an Italian colony. The US had
not been a colony for some time. So the stable US seemed more
reliable for weather records.
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The trading post in Al Azizia, Lybia in 1923.
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Fast forward to 2012. Lo and behold, and I quote entirely from
Science magazine “56.7°C — Hottest official temperature on Earth,
recorded in Death Valley in 1913. In a 13 September announcement, the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) stripped
Libya of its 90-year claim to the title after a WMO investigation
concluded that the country’s chart-topping 58°C temperature had
been recorded incorrectly”. So I’m vindicated. The full WMO announcement (mentioned below) lists five problems with the Libya
claim, including the Rosie Ruiz effect. The announcement has more
than a dozen authors from more than a dozen institutions, from all
over, including one from my favorite site, Weather Underground.
It is noteworthy that the first author is from the Libyan National
Meteorological Center, and that the study was done during the
recent revolution. Hence this study nails once and for all the Libya
claim,
and now the World Meteorological Association says “…the official highest recorded surface temperature of 56.7°C (134°F) was
measured on 10 July 1913 at Greenland Ranch (Death Valley),
California, USA.” Googlemaps has a picture placing the spot on the
other side of Highway 190 from the Furnace Creek Ranch entrance.
(I vaguely recall a weather station near the—now old—visitor center…can anyone help here?). So Death Valley wins…or does it?

This is a tale of twists and turns. A nice article in Eos, by Mildrexer, Zhao and Running, explains that the hottest temperatures
are found at the surface of the earth, which is not the same as the
air temperature higher up. On a 90°F day, I got burn blisters on my
leg from touching the Astroturf in the middle of my local jogging
track, even though the air was cool enough to run. And try to walk
barefoot in hot noon summer sand. (I tried to find real evidence
for frying an egg on hot pavements/sidewalks; alas it seems to be
an urban legend.) The air temperature even a few feet above the
ground is much cooler. (This is why some people prefer camp beds
in the desert, and some desert creatures have long legs.) Hence the
standard weather stations are in cute white shaded, louvered boxes,
at approximately eye level, wind-protected, and there are other requirements—all to measure the true air temperature, which is what
the weather people report. The Eos experimenters used satellites to
measure the temperature at the very surface of the whole Earth (eg.

from a dark dry surface in the full sun), which can be quite different from the air temperatures. Basically, they used the fact that hot
items glow bluer (this is how kid ear thermometers work, and how
we know the temperatures of distant stars). They found that the
hottest ground temperatures on earth vary from year to year, and
from continent to continent. NASA has good maps illustrating their
work. And now Death Valley does not look like being the hottest
from ground temperatures, alas, since the satellite (ground surface) measurements should be related to the air temperatures. One
should establish “ground truth” by setting up weather stations to
measure the air temperature at the places that the satellites predict
(from ground temperatures) are the hottest. I propose that the stations be operated remotely, so no-one need be there at the hottest
times. Moreover, I humbly volunteer to help set up such stations
(much preferably in winter). I eagerly await the call.
To read further:
Rosie Ruiz…see Wikipedia
Science 21 September 2012 p. 1439
WMO…browse WMO Death Valley Libya
Mildrexler, D. J., M. Zhang, and S. W. Running (2006), Where
are the hottest spots on Earth?, Eos Trans. AGU, 87(43), 461.
http://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Features/HottestSpot/
I am grateful to Steve Running for email and to Jon Burton for the
Rosie Ruiz Run reference (St. Petersburg Times - May 15, 1980,
page 2c).

Photos, clockwise from top: 2013 picture taken from about the
same place and view as the 1926 photo in Death Valley; the present Death Valley weather station, located about 1/4 mile north of
the 1913 site--behind the new visitor center; a view of Al Azizia,
Lybia in 2009 from virtually the same place as the 1923 photo.

Photo: Rojbani/ Panoramio
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The first thing I noticed once on the lake was that the water was teeming with critters. They
were tiny, pale creatures about ½ inch long, writhing about wildly. As far and as deep as I
could see into Mono Lake were thousands of Brine shrimp (Artemia monica). I had seen
these creatures earlier in my life when my brother sent away for “Sea-Monkey” eggs advertised in a comic book. My brother dumped the packet of eggs into a jar of saltwater. I guess I
saw them after they hatched, but they since were no bigger than a pencil-dot I could hardly
tell if they were swimming or even alive. They certainly did not look like the happy nuclear
family in the comic book ad! We kids soon lost interest in our microscopic pets. A few
days later it was clear nothing in the jar was alive. But the Sea-Monkeys of Mono Lake were
the real thing—twisting and writhing non-stop.
I could even see how a hyperbolic novelty huckster could liken them to monkeys.
There I was, out on the lake, paddling a kayak on
the August 2012, Desert Survivors’ Mono Lake
Kayak Trip--To The Big Island. The sight of all
these Brine shrimp got me thinking, and before
the weekend was over I had some real revelations
about the ecology of this desert lake. This is one
of the harshest environments on earth—a dead
inland sea with an alkalinity of pH=10 at an elevation over 6000 feet in the Great Basin desert.
Yet Mono Lake was the source of a vibrant and
robust economy not only for Sea-Monkeys, but
for a remarkable breed of flies and for thousands
of birds that feed on both animals and even
humans who would thrive here too.
The circumstances for these revelations began a
month earlier, during a Desert Survivors’ car camping trip to Mono Lake. Trip organizer Michelle
Bashin stood on shore and gazed wistfully across
the water to its two volcanic islands. Michelle is the
wandering kind. In her 20’s she was a Peace Corps
volunteer in Africa. For fun she has traveled to six of
the seven continents. For work, she brings environmentally friendly, dung-burning stoves to women
in far parts of Africa and Asia. When she saw the
big island of Paoha in the middle of Mono Lake the
impulse to go there was overwhelming.
Once back in the Bay Area she quickly researched
and organize a kayak and camping trip to Paoha. The
trip would take place in late August, after the nesting
season for thousands of sea gulls that use Mono Lake
islands as a rookery was over. The Park Service gave
us a permit to camp overnight. We would paddle to
the island on sit-a-top kayaks. We would secure our
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Center photos, clockwise from top center: The author’s view as he paddles
his kayak toward the white earth of Paoha Island; The black band at
the water’s edge of Mono Lake-- tens of thousands of Alkali Flies packed
tightly against one another; An ad from a 1978 Superman comic book.

gear and water on top of the vessels. We had to keep our equipment to a minimum
or risk being too top-heavy and possibly capsizing. The ice chest would have to stay
ashore. Damn.
The day before the trip, we picked up the kayaks from a vendor in Crowley Lake
and transported them to the group-meeting site near Mono Mills. Somehow there
was a miscount. We had thirteen participants but kayaks for only twelve people.
During the dinner we pondered how to get the thirteenth person to the island. We
could split up the group and make two trips across the lake. We assessed various
combinations of three people and gear on one kayak. Jannet Schraeer volunteered
to lie on an air mattress and be towed behind a kayak. Nothing seemed to be a good
idea. As I fell asleep that night I figured we would figure it out in the morning.

At the crack of dawn, trip leader Bob Lyon rousted us from our sleeping bags. In
short order we broke camp and headed to the launch. The scene at Navy Beach was
one of excited anticipation. Everyone was issued a paddle and life vest and we began to pick out our boats. It became clear right way that the island was too far away
to ferry a second group. It was also too cold (and dangerous) to tow Jannet on an
air mattress. With all of the gear atop the kayaks it was obvious that three people

and gear would never make it on a two-man
boat. The only real alternative was for one
person to go back to Crowley Lake and pick
up one more kayak. That person turned out
to be me. As I sped off in my car toward
Crowley, twelve Survivors embarked for the
desert island.
By the time I met up with my compatriots on
Paoha Island it was noon. They were happy
for me to rejoin them but they were not a
happy lot in general. They were exhausted
from all the paddling and although it was not
an especially hot day, many were miserable
from the mid-day sun beating down. While
flora such as Spiny Hopsage and Greasewood
abounded, there were no trees or bushes on
the entire island large enough to provide
any shade. Some people erected their tents
and crawled inside to escape the glare. A
few others ventured into the lake for a swim.
Later they would have to use some of their
fresh water to wash off the salt residue, from
their skin.
I sat down near the shore to eat a lunch of
tuna and crackers. Soon my eyes were drawn
a band of black material about 18 inches wide
that ran along the waters edge. Tiny glints of
light reflected from this black mat. I walked
closer to inspect. As my feet approached, the
black matting suddenly turned into a black
cloud that erupted into the air in flight. It was
millions of tiny flies—who knows, even billions of them. Obviously these flies love the
shore for it took only a few seconds for them
to return to it after I stepped away. Later on I
learned that this band of wet earth along the
shore is where the flies mingle, mate and dine

on algae and the corpses of dead SeaMonkeys that wash ashore. These flies
were different than any other flies I had ever
encountered. If I’d opened a can of tuna any
place else in the world, within seconds every
fly in a quarter mile would home in on the
fishy smell and try to land my lunch. These
flies could care less about my food. It was
strictly algae and shrimp for them. And I was
able to eat my food in peace.
After lunch, several of us took a walk to see
the sights of Paoha. The island is composed
of two types of rock: lakebed mud that was
pushed up by magma beneath the earth and
darker rock that erupted from the volcano
that created the island 350 years ago. We
walked along a beautiful crescent beach of
black obsidian gravel. We then climbed
to the highest points on the island—two
cinder cones about 200 feet above lake level.
Although we had only walked a mile or so,
most of us did not have a lot of energy. No
one complained when Bob led us back to
camp after only an hour or so. We were still
tuckered out from the paddling and high
sun. I hadn’t packed my tent, so I had no
place to escape the rays. I made my way to
the beach and lay down on the sand. I covered my head with a towel and took a long
and lazy nap.
The situation was much better when I awoke.
The sun was starting to set and a group had
gathered near the shore in conversation. A
remarkable amount of red wine began to
flow and we enjoyed a lovely late afternoon
together watching billowing thunderheads
and lightning in the desert east of the lake.
Now this was the sort of island experience I
was after.

A Desert Survivor retreats into her tent to escape the midday sun.
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Wilson’s Phalarope-- summer visitors to Mono Lake illustrated by John James Audubon.

Nearby, the flies were socializing too. I learned later that these insects
have a truly remarkable ability to use air bubbles attached to the microthin hair on their bodies to breathe underwater. They scuba dive! Equally
remarkable, female flies dive to the shallow bottom of the lake to lay their
eggs in the mud. The flies spend the larval and pupal stages of life beneath
the water. They only live out of water once they become adults. Eggs
laid in fall remain dormant over the winter. In late spring the lake water
warms and the eggs hatch into larvae. This abundance of pupa and larvae
make Mono Lake flourish with life. Thousand of birds converge on the
islands of Mono Lake to nest and feast on the Sea-Monkeys and flies in all
stages of their life cycle. It’s not uncommon to see a Phalarope swimming
in circles to create a churning vortex to bring up the fly larvae, pupa and
brine shrimp to the surface to dine on. Meanwhile Sea Gulls trot along the
shore gobbling up the adult flies.
Even humans joined in on the feast. Historically every summer members of the Kutzadika’a tribe would gather at Mono Lake to collect the
fly pupae. They waded into the lake with baskets, stirring up the water
and straining out the rice-grain-size pupae rich in fat and protein. The
Indians would set them out in the sun, to dry, converting them into a
precious food commodity that they would store, transport and trade with
other Indians.
Speaking of trading, by sunset, we Desert Survivors had been trading cups
of wine amongst ourselves for several hours and everyone was in a good
mood. We would have to break camp early the next morning to get to
shore before the mid-day winds picked up. No one was too sad to leave
Paoha Island. It is really a desert island, and a rather inhospitable place
for us, even with all our camping conveniences. Of course the inhospitable nature of Mono Lake is also what makes it a strange and wonderful place. From this trip I learned that its ecology is
every bit as unusual and intriguing as its geology. The
countless minute animals that inhabit the lake are truly
remarkable. The fact that the Kutzadika’a were able to
eek out an existence by exploiting these resources not
only astounded me—but somewhat repulsed me as
well. I mean, eating flies?
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Things got much better once the sun started to set.

A black beach of obsidian gravel.

I even think the other nearby tribes also found the
Kutzadika’a to be an odd lot. The name Kutzadika’a
means “Fly Eater “in the indigenous dialect. So renown
were these Indians in their day that the Yokut tribe—
which lived 200-miles away on the far side of the Sierra
Nevada Mountains—had given them a name in their
own language. They called them “Mono” meaning, “the
people who eat flies.” This is where the lake’s name
originates. So poetic.
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Paddling past a tufa on the east shore of Paoha Island.

Photo: Ping + Noel Bowman, pingandnoelsblog.blogspot.com

Ever got a car stuck in the sand?
know someone who has.

Real experts take sand ladders on the
roof of the vehicle. These can be as long
as the vehicle and a bit wider than the
tires. You dig the sand out from under
the driving wheels and put ladders
underneath.

An excellent suggestion is to always carry a crate of beer. One research group
got caught in a mud/rock landslide, and
a large passing truck towed them out.
The only thing they had, as a gift, was a
crate of beer. Hence they suggest always
carrying at least one crate.
There are such things as lifting bags:
Large bags which one puts under the
car, and inflate from the car exhaust,
I’ve seen only pictures. Presumably all
the above would also work in snow…I
dunno. Perhaps our editor would collect comments on this article, which can
be shared with all?
Happy Deserts
Len u
L@drexel.edu

Photo: Thisfabtrek.com

I once helped a friend do some surveying, for a geomorphology study in
Greenwater Valley, near Death Valley.
Despite his experience, and warnings, he
got his car stuck in the sand. The next
day, we were able to borrow a shovel
and find some boards, and he valiantly
dug it out. This led me to wonder, and
I later consulted desert people about
the experience. The brief summary of
much advice is: Don’t get stuck in the
first place…watch where you go. If you
still succeed in getting stuck, then bring
out your trusty tire gauge, and deflate
the driving tires by 5 psi, then gingerly
try to drive out. You can deflate modern
radial tires down to 10 psi (says my auto
mecahinc of the last 30 years); lower

pressure than that risks separating the
tire from the rim. If the car gets hung
up on sand directly under the chassis,
so the wheels are not supporting much
weight, then you pull out your car jack
and your trusty foot-square of stout
wood (so that the foot of the jack doesn’t
sink in the sand), jack up each side/
corner in turn, clear the sand with your
trusty spade, and slowly continue. When
on hard ground, you pump the tires
back up with your trusty pump (hint:
If it’s electric, and is fused, take a spare
fuse).

Photo: Streamline International

Not you of course, but maybe you

Sand ladders mounted on a Land Rover.

An exhaust air jack in action.

uLen Finegold feels at home in the desert, which is odd, for he was brought up in a mild wet climate. His annual high point is a trip
to western deserts. Last December he was lucky enough to visit the Sonoran, Mojave and Colorado deserts, car camping. When not
in the desert, he tortures students in physics at a university in Philadelphia, PA. On his own, he has not got stuck in the sand (yet.)
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All photos by Buck Nelson.

Buck Nelson high in the Pahute Peak
Wilderness of Nevada, May 2012.

Dispatches FromThe DesertTrail

A first-hand account of the first solo and thru-hike of the Desert Trail

(PartTwo)

Editor’s Note: In Part One of this article (The Survivor - Fall 2012) Buck Nelson told about learning of the Desert Trail, his
preparations for a solo, thru-hike and his account of the first 656 miles of the journey-- from its start at the Mexican Border to
crossing from California into Nevada at Last Chance Mountain. Part Two picks up in April 2012 and Buck’s first days in Nevada.

By Buck Nelson
Nevada proved to be rich with artifacts and I got a thrill with every one I found, and left. There were scores of burros in Marietta Wild Burro
Range. The fuzzy baby ones were extremely cute. The evening I camped there rain threatened all afternoon and then hit, changing to snow. Although I stalled leaving in the morning there were still many miles of snow to travel through the next day.
I passed the 800 and 900 mile mark and took two days off in Hawthorne,
Nevada which was nice. Back on the trail a few days later I was walking down
a dirt track and was puzzled by a large drag mark which I followed a short
distance to a dry wash. A young horse lay partially eaten, fresh mountain lion
tracks all around. It was a thrill thinking that lion was likely watching me as
I walked up, sneaking away at the last moment.
The Stillwater Range loomed ahead of me. I had a steel ammo box full of
food and planned to thru-hike the range in one shot without coming down
to a road for resupply. It was here that I saw my first snake of the whole hike,
a brown rattlesnake that buzzed steadily before retreating. A gray fox followed me like a dog for about an hour, nonthreateningly, presumably hoping I’d feed him. I didn’t for his own good. The Stillwaters were a challenging stretch, often steep, with big snow patches in stretches but also water in
places where it can be hard to find. Not a soul was around. Sometimes it was
hot but the day I descended to the road a cold wind was driving mixed rain
and snow. It was cold walking with my soaked pants.
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The fox that followed Buck in the Stillwater Range.

On April 28 I walked into Lovelock Nevada. From there I took a bus to San Diego where a friend picked me up for dinner and then took me to a
“Trail Angel’s” house. Scout and Frodo are Pacific Crest Trail hikers that now help current hikers. The next morning they drove a current crop of
PCT thru-hikers and myself to the border near Campo. It was fun to be in a hiking community again and share in their excitement. After hiking
with them a short distance I turned and spent a day hiking to the start of the Desert Trail back in Jacumba, where my pickup waited.
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It was fun revisiting my cache sites where I picked up my caches and a little extra trash for good measure. From Lovelock I set out a new series of
caches as far as Drewsey, Oregon, where I changed from the standard buried ammo can and water jugs to caches hung from trees to keep them
out of reach of bears. No need for water caches for the rest of the trail. I stopped caching near
LaGrande, planning to resupply along the way from that point. There was still plenty of snow
in the Steens and near LaGrande the road was completely blocked by snow.
By May 15 my pickup was parked in Boise and my buddy Boats had driven me back to
Lovelock. It was good to be back on the trail. Days were usually warm or hot but not unbearably so. It was still getting cold at night, often freezing.
On May 20 I climbed Kumiva Peak and met the first people I’d seen in days, they as surprised
as I was to see someone up there. In the Selenite Mountain Wilderness I watched the eclipse
by making a pinhole in my guidebook and letting the sun shine through onto my pack. I was
surprised how well it worked. It was very calm and very quiet. Were animals aware something
unusual was happening? There were no human footprints around, no tire tracks, no empty
cans. Decades ago some old timer had come into this canyon to cut fence posts but it was as
The Desert Trail register on Kumiva Peak.
if no one had been back since. A large stick nest clung to a ledge on a cliff, a prairie falcon scolding me steadily and flying from perch to perch. A mule deer skull lay in the short, sparse sage, a shed antler next to it. It had been an old buck.
He must have lain down here for the last time in the winter sun, having just shed one antler to prepare for a new set he would never grow. I slept
that night on a spur ridge nestled between two junipers. A warm wind was blowing when I woke up around midnight, the Big Dipper overhead.
Down on the flats the next evening I shared Trego Hot Springs with three Israeli travelers, and
they shared their food with me. At 3:15 the next morning I was crossing Black Rock Playa. It
was moonless and clear with a bright swath of the Milky Way high above. I aimed for a star in
Cassiopeia and walked steadily as a faint light began appearing in the NE.
After hours of walking across the flats I reached higher ground and soon after Black Rock
Hot Springs. Green vegetation surrounded it and a dock stretched out into the large pool with
beautiful mountains towering nearby. I had the place to myself. At first I swam around in my
clothes to rinse them out, then wrung them out and hung them in the bushes to dry.   This
was a major landmark on the Applegate branch of the California Trail: water after a very long
dry stretch. I followed that trail for miles. The adventure for the people and the terrible hardships for man, and more so beast, must have been extreme with many dying of overwork and
exhaustion. For me it was a 30 mile day with plenty of food and water.
The Pahute Wilderness was one of my favorite stretches of trail. A trio of wild horses including
a tiny foal passed a stone’s throw away. A petrified log lay on the ground along the trail. There
were arrowheads and chukars and bands of desert bighorns as well as wonderful scenery and
the first stand of aspens along the route. And long, beautiful desert views.
From the wilds of Box Canyon the next morning I looked back to see Pahute Peak covered in
snow. Missed it by a day! The highlight of High Rock Canyon, just ahead, was seeing where a
pioneer had carved his name and “July the 16th, 1852” on a rock wall.
The Sheldon Wildlife Refuge had
a nice feel. I found a beautiful
black obsidian spear-point. Ranks of clouds were blowing over and dropping snow
showers off and on. Four wild horses of four different colors spooked and galloped
past, the wind blowing back their long manes and tails, a curtain of snow falling
through a shaft of sun behind them, the backdrop a series of stepped mesas with
brown rim rock. It was a painting come to life. Wild horse bones lay in front of a
cave where a mountain lion had eaten his fill. Leaving the refuge I camped at Virgin
Valley Campground where a kind family gave me a spaghetti dinner. Later I enjoyed
the warm water of the endlessly running hot springs showers.
Horse bones at a mountain lion cave.

On May 29th I had a good break at the Denio Junction cafe then crossed the border
into Oregon with well over 1,300 miles behind me. It felt like I was on the home
stretch for my hike. That night I camped in a little grove of aspens next to a gurgling
stream. The Pueblo Mountains were pretty. There were rock cairns more or less
marking the route, with navigational skills still critical. At mid-day there was a small
Black Rock Hot Springs
group of backpackers setting up camp near some aspens and a mountain stream. They were, I believe, the first backpackers I’d seen on the whole
hike. The leader of this Sierra Club outfitting said I was the first backpacker he’d ever encountered in the Pueblos other than
those in his own party.
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A tiny spotted antelope fawn lay still on the trail attempting to go unnoticed.
He lost his nerve as I approaching, doing his best to sprint away with an extremely awkward stride. I really felt sorry for the terrified little guy, thinking he
was about to be caught. Nature is beautiful but it is also ruthless. It seems sad
that such a helpless little animal could be killed before he’s old enough to have
a chance. That evening a burrowing owl hovered just a few feet above my face
as I lay in my sleeping bag.
At Field’s Station next morning I had a big breakfast and good conversation
with birders, biologists and other locals. They had held a resupply box for me
here as well. It was almost difficult to head back out into the desert.

A newborn, spotted antelope that Buck came upon.

Friday, June 1st. Three months on the Desert Trail! Alvord Hot Springs (a
moderate detour off the planned route) was a nice break without another soul
around. Good timing as there was a long climb up Steens Mountain just ahead.
At the end of the day I was hustling down through the trees trying to find a
campsite before the rain began falling from a thundering sky. It was a tie, which
means I lost.

Wild Horse Creek was roaring from melt-water and from the substantial rain that had fallen during the night. More and more snow appeared
as I left the trees and climbed, until near the summit ridge I was crossing a solid band of snow. I carefully kicked steps up the last part and at last
stood safely on dryish ground looking at the snowy landscape. It was hard to believe in the damp chill of the wind that I’d been baking out on the
desert flats yesterday. With likely impassable river crossings ahead of me I elected to follow the Steens Loop Road to Page Springs Campground.
The Malheur Wildlife Refuge was a change with waterfowl and blackbirds
and other denizens of a marshy environment. It was no surprise when
clouds of mosquitoes swarmed me as I set up camp that evening.
My arrival at Diamond Craters coincided with the first sprinkles of rain
and the recovery of a food/water cache. I ducked into a handy lava tube entrance and felt pleased as I ate and sorted things out. The REAL rain began
as I left, a cold rain whipped by the wind. It was so miserable I watched for
another good cave where I hoped to call it a day early. I didn’t trust the best
cave I found because if the wind changed the rain could blow in. Instead I
pulled my cold hands inside my sleeves and walked fast with soaked legs
and feet trying to stay warm. It wasn’t going to be fun setting up my shelter
in the rain on wet ground. Near dusk I saw an abandoned stone building
and peeked through a collapsing door. There were large patches of dry floor
amongst the rubble. Pieces of three walls had fallen. What were the odds
that the whole thing would collapse during the night? I took a calculated
risk and cleared a space in what looked to be the safest area. It was great to
be out of the rain. As it got dark there was a racket in the attic until finally
a coon was silhouetted on the frame of the rubble door.

Stone building at Diamond Craters

The next morning it was snowing. A slushy snow lay on the grass and soaked my feet repeatedly
with ice-water until I stopped and slipped shopping bags over my socks. That helped. It was so cold
and wet I walked steadily for 8 hours without sitting down. When I finally got below snow line and
the sun came out I found a nice flat spot and set up my shelter and crawled into my nice warm bag.
I slept for 12 hours straight.
At 10:15 am on June 6 I walked out onto Highway 78 and reached the end of the official Desert
Trail. On a white plastic bag I wrote BURNS with a black marker to make a hitch-hiking sign. I
figured I’d get a ride within 10 cars, but traffic was sparse and there were no offers. After an hour
I decided to hoof it up the road a ways which I was going to need to do eventually anyway. After
five hours a van pulled over and I had my ride. I took a full day off for Post Office runs, grocery
shopping, laundry, haircut, repairs and general R&R.
The morning of the 8th Dave Green and Keith Sherer drove all the way from Madras to meet
me. They are officers in the Desert Trail Association and it was interesting talking to them over a
good lunch. We talked about the history and future of the Trail and my hike. Then they were kind
enough to drive me back to the trail where Dave showed me a small Desert Trail sign I had missed
earlier.
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The Author in a late-spring desert snow
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Editor’s Note: Buck Nelson’s account of his Desert Trail hike will conclude in the Fall 2013 issue of
The Survivor. We will follow him as he forges a continuation of the Desert Trail from Burns, OR to the
Canadian Border. You can learn more about Buck’s travels by going to the website: bucktrack.com.

Allure of the Desert and Stimulus Hunger

This photo (mentioned below) was taken by the author on the road from Arc Dome to Mono Lake.

“It’s so beautiful out here. There’s nothing!” Nick said, wonder and
a kind of relief in his voice, about ten minutes after we turned off I-80
onto the Loneliest Highway in America. Nick Blake and I were driving
to central Nevada for a Desert Survivor backpacking trip in Arc Dome
Wilderness in Nevada.
I tried to piece it together. On the face of it, I couldn’t see it. Certainly
he didn’t mean that nothing was beautiful. There was nothing here but
sky and sagebrush, a straight road, distant mountains. Nick enlarged,
“No farmhouses, no gas stations…nothing.”
True, but it didn’t help me understand. I was respectful and kept silent.
I had experienced the allure of the wilderness of the sea as crew in a
45’ ketch from Oahu to Sausalito, and the allure of the forests and high
mountains in Sierra and Trinity Alps backpacking and the John Muir
Trail. I had read about the allure of the desert in Wendell Berry and others, and I had car-camped in Death Valley and at Burning Man.
But I had not been transported by the desert wilderness. There was
evidence of such response sitting beside me. A good sign. I had wanted
to find the desert for some time, and when I met Bob Davis on a trail in
the East Bay hills and we fell into conversation, I realized that I could not
have asked for a better opportunity. I took the next trip offering.
Now, driving toward Arc Dome, I pondered the mystery of beauty
in nothingness. An image of the sea arose, yes, one could say there’s
nothing there either except water and sky. An attorney friend of mine
once maintained in effect that there was nothing in the forest; he actually
declared that when you see one tree, you’ve seen them all. I knew better,
so I knew what could happen here as well.
Then I recalled an article I’d recently read, entitled “The Benefits of
Boredom.” It was published in the American Scientist in 1975 and posited that among our human appetites was a hunger for stimulus, and that
when stimuli was absent as in an isolation chamber or a flotation tank,
our first response is boredom. Then our hunger for stimulus causes our
threshold for perception of stimuli to lower. If no stimuli were received,
then the threshold is lowered again, and so on, until one perceives things
such as blood pulsing throughout the body. Perhaps the key to the desert
is to immerse oneself in the boredom of the desert—its “nothingness”-until one begins to perceive its wonders.
The Arc Dome backpacking route that Bob laid out went up the North
Twin River, up the ridge and down into the South Twin River valley.
He announced that there was running water in both rivers, an unusual
announcement in my experience but obviously water was important,
especially in the desert.
As it happened, the trip was more like what I was used to than I expected—tree cover much of the way except going up and down the ridge…
and more than half the time, we were within the sound of water running
in what I would call “streams,” but I had already an indication that in the
desert less is more. There was undeniable beauty in the terms I already

understood—stands of alder turning yellow and red, pink-sky sunrises and
sunsets, narrow and abrupt canyon rock walls, and, of course, the always
wonderful sound of water talking.
But there was something more—an edginess. Beyond the cocoon of
greenery and life confered by water was bare, hard, hot rock that stretched
for miles across the Big Smoky Valley to the next range of mountains, rock
that controlled the ridges above the valleys between the Twin Rivers and on
both sides. We seemed on the edge of existence itself.
The people on the trail soon came into focus, as various as any population
except that all were bright, accomplished, kind, fit and full of life experience. We came to know one another as only happens in the unhurried
conversations of experiences apart, such as on the trail or at sea.
In the early morning at the kitchen area after a night below freezing, “Ah,
now we have the nice cold!” I wasn’t thinking exactly “nice,” but that was
an interesting attitude and a prime example of what I came to understand as
the irrepressible good cheer of Pov, our Cambodian-American pharmacist.
That remark was soon followed by her “Now we have the pink sky!” Ah,
the dawn—always welcome in all wildernesses.
Setting out on the day’s trail was occasion for “I’m so happy! I didn’t
sleep a wink, but I’m happy!” This from Sheri, our redheaded Sedona
seeker and teacher of realities beyond our usual ken. I, too, perceived a rush
of joy in the mere sight of “a golden-leaf path” (as another Nick put it), in
the inrush of morning air, even in the dead sagebrush shorn of its covering
of leaves and now present in all its fractal beauty.
On the way up the ridge, the second Nick I met—Nick George—made a
remark separately repeating the same sentiment expressed on the drive in
by the first Nick I met: “ Ah, soon we’ll be free of these scrubby plants and
able to see the land!” The desert begins to remind me of the high Sierra
above the tree line, my favorite part of the Sierra in fact, “where the rock
arises/and the truth is plain/…when I find/suddenly, more space inside me/
to breathe,” as I once put it.
On the drive back, because we have more time than anticipated, Nick
proposes a side trip—to another part of the Great Basin Desert, of course.
He wants to photograph the two-foot-wide line of black flies on the shore
of Mono Lake that feed on the tiny corpses of the lake’s “sea monkeys,” the
colorful name for Brine shrine. On the long drive through more of his beloved desert, in the middle of nowhere, Nick’s quiet elation surfaces again:
“It’s just so gorgeous out here,” gesturing to it all—all its nothingness.
Again, I look carefully. I see a little more than I had the first time. I see undulations in the land beneath the sagebrush. I see a line of mountain range
in the distance, and a fainter higher line beyond of another mountain range.
I even take a photo, content.
It is a beginning.

David Hull
10/8/2012
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DESERT ISSUES

The Algodones Dunes rise almost 300 feet high.

On some weekends ORV traffic is so heavy that no sand is left untouched.

Desert Survivors Joins Protest of BLM Plan for

Algodones Dunes
Article by Jillian Blake

Desert Survivors has joined the Center for Biological
Diversity, and a number of other environmental conservation groups, in protesting the new Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) recreational plan for California’s
Algodones Dunes—the Imperial Sand Dunes Proposed
Recreation Area Management Plan (RAMP). The
Bureau’s proposed plan, released in September 2012,
would allow off-road vehicles (ORVs) unlimited access
to 40,000 acres of previously restricted land. Desert
Survivors believes this change will put the Dunes’
unique ecosystem, air quality, and threatened and endangered species at risk.
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miles north of the United States-Mexico border. Since
2000 more than 75,000 acres of the dunes have been
protected for plants, wildlife and non-motorized recreation, while ORVs are allowed on the other 125,000
acres. Under the BLM’s new plan, protected areas will
be slashed to only 35,000 acres. The protections BLM
would eliminate under the plan were put in place under
a Clinton-era agreement between conservation groups,
the BLM and off-road-advocacy groups to protect endangered species while allowing large areas to remain
open to off-roaders.

Desert Survivors and the other environmental conservation groups sent a written protest about the Algodones
Dunes plan to BLM director Brenda Hudgens-Williams
in Washington DC in a 13-page letter on October 12,
2012. The protesting groups had submitted comments
criticizing the expansion of ORV access with supporting
documentation throughout the administrative process of
the plan in 2008, 2010 and in 2011. Desert Survivors
president Gerry Goss, leads our organization on environmental protection issues and is our point person in
our efforts to protect the dunes.

The area’s rare, extremely dry climate is habitat to
several species of reptiles, plants, and insects that have
evolved to live in its specific ecosystem. The Algodones wilderness is habitat to the Pierson’s milkvetch
plant and Desert Tortoise, which are protected under
the U.S. Endangered Species Act and the California
Endangered Species Act. It is also home to Algodones
Dunes sunflower, flat-tailed horned lizard and dozens
of invertebrate species that exist nowhere else on the
planet. The Algodones’ eastern dunes act as a natural
dam, blocking water from the Chocolate Mountains to
the Salton Sea, which creates desert pools that sustain
a microphyll woodland community.

The Algodones Dunes, which includes the section administered by the BLM known as Imperial Sand Dunes
Recreation Area, is the country’s largest dune system,
and makes up about 200,000 acres of land 40

By allowing additional access to ORVs the BLM RAMP
would put the Pierson’s milkvetch plant at risk, and is
inconsistent with the Federal Land Policy Management
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The BLM proposal would also lead to the introduction
of new air pollutants in a region with already poor air
quality, in violation of the Federal Clean Air Act. The
Act establishes National Ambient Air Quality Standards
(NAAQS) for outdoor air, intended to protect human
health and other harmful pollution effects. The Imperial
Sand Dunes Recreation Area is currently in “serious”
non-attainment of these standards. The BLM plan will
significantly increase ORV use, contributing to regional
air pollution and the continued non-attainment status of
the area.

The state of California and federal Department of the
Interior, are also currently developing a separate, but
related Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan
(DRECP). The DRECP will establish where renewable
energy plants, such as wind and solar power plants, can
be constructed in the desert, and which areas will be
protected for environmental conservation. The plan will
also identify certain low concern areas, and streamline
the process for the establishment of renewable energy
plants in those areas. The plan would regulate more
than 20 million acres of public and private land in the
California desert.
Desert Survivors is concerned about the future of desert
preservation efforts under the BLMs authority, including the DRECP, given the recent Imperial Sand Dunes
RAMP, which puts the fragile and irreplaceable desert
ecosystem in jeopardy.
Besides the Center For Biological Diversity, other
groups joining Desert Survivors in the protest include:
The Sierra Club, Public Employees for Environmental
Responsibility, The Desert Protective Council and The
California Native Plant Society.
Your membership in Desert Survivors provides us with
resources to help protect our deserts. Your support is
truly appreciated.

Right three photos: BLM

Left photo: Robyn Waayers

The BLM proposal also fails to take into account the
National Natural Landmark designation of 23,000 acres
of Imperial Sand Dune land. Furthermore, the environmental impact review of the proposal, required under
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), was
deficient because it did not provide baseline data from
which the impacts of the proposal could be evaluated,
reasonable alternatives, and failed to consider whether
the Algodones Dunes should be designated an Area of
Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC).

Photo: BLM

Photo: BLM

Act, which requires the agency to prevent unnecessary or undue degradation of public land. The proposed
exclusion areas to protect the plant’s habitat are not
realistically enforceable because of the difficulty in
constructing and maintaining fencing in the dunes’ steep
and sandy terrain.

Proposed plan will open 40,000 acres of protected land for ORV play.

DESERT ISSUES

On a typical winter weekend thousands of ORV users converge on the dunes.

Andrew’s Dune Scarab

Pierson’s milkvietch

Badger’s burrow in the Algodones

Flat tailed horned lizard
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On the trail during the Arc Dome Wilderness
backpack, October 2012.

Photos from Our
Left: Carla Dole amidst spent shotgun shells
that litter the Griswold Hills, during the Desert
Survivors AGM, September 2012

Photo: Bob Davis

Below: Judy Kendall at a brimming full Rock
Spring in the Mojave National Preserve, on
National Public Lands Day. October 2012

Desert Survivors help demolish a squatter’s cabin in the
Mojave National Preserve, on National Public Lands Day.
October 2012

Photo: Martina Konietzny

Left: On the Clipper Mt. backpack, Martina
Konietzny brushed her hand againts a cactus and was
pricked by a dozen spines. Lucky for her an MD was
leading the trip. Here Bob Davis removes the needles
from her hand. From the look of her, you would think
she was about to die.
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The Desert Surviors Holiday Party, December 2012

Dinner time on the Arc Dome Wilderness backpack, October 2012.

r Trips and Events
Right: Kevin Pope in a hero’s pose on
the Arc Dome Wilderness backpack,
Ocotober 2012.

Photo: Martina Konietzny

Photo: Martina Konietzny

Below: Loading up the boats at Crowley Lake for the
Mono Lake Kayak trip, August 2012.

Exploring a cave on the Arc Dome
Wilderness backpack.

The youngest reveler at the Desert Survivors Holiday
Party, overcome by all the fun, December 2012.

Loretta Bauer keeping cool, at the Desert
Survivors Annual General Meeting at Mercey Hot Spings, September 2012.

Hiking along the shore of Paoha Island, on the Mono Lake Kayak trip, August 2012

Photo: Martina Konietzny

Trip leader David Oline on the Pine Forest
Range, NV backpack, September 2012.
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Desert Survivors Membership Form
Membership dues are just $30/year, although additional donations are welcome.
You can renew your membership by filling out this form and mailing it in with a
check to the address shown below.
Name(req’d)_____________________________________________________________
StreetAddress(req’d)______________________________________________________
City,State,ZipCode(req’d)__________________________________________________
Phonenumber:___________________________________________________________
E-mailaddress:___________________________________________________________
(Desert Survivors strives to prevent unsolicited use of members’ e-mail addresses,
and contact details, and will not knowingly allow misuse. Our email-list servers guard
email confidentiality.)
I want to renew at the following rate (make check payable to “Desert Survivors”):
____ $30 - Tortoise (basic rate) ____ $50 - Roadrunner ____ $100 - Coyote
_____$500 – Bristlecone ____$1000-Bighorn

Desert Survviors in the Big Smoky Valley, NV on the
Arc Dome Wilderness backpack, Ocotber 2012.

